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Yii Framework Solutions

Build Large PHP Applications with Yii Framework
Why use Yii framework for developing  large PHP applications? Why use frameworks at all? The
answers are here

The web development process for large custom web application reasonably differs from developing a
CMS website or a shopping cart website.

A common CMS or a shopping cart store is never built from scratch because 95% chance is there they
made made a similar application.  So, a developer starts with an opensource or own built CMS / cart
website and simply customizes as per the new requirement. It hardly requires change in database. So
newbie developers without any system designing knowledge can build a stunning website or a large
store. So it does not require any framework like Yii.

Whereas the process of developing a unique custom application needs to be done from scratch as no
two projects are same. It requires new tables and new modules.

The bottom-line for a custom application are

Meets all the business requirement1.
Must be secured and reliable2.
Must be high performing even under high load3.
Must be completed within a tight schedule4.
Must be easy to maintain in future5.

 

However if the system architect starts to re-invent everything the project will take years. Here the role
of a framework comes. The framework only defines the application logic such as architecture, code
library, tools those can be used to reduce the development time. It ensures the application
performance, basic security and future friendliness. But the business logic layer is laid by the system
architect only.

Yii framework is great if we consider all these. You do not need to bundle with that you do not need. It
ensures high performance and security. It provides a solid MVC architecture that can be managed
easily in future. It has tools like Git that allows you version management of project files when working
in a team. Gii generates codes that make the development rapid.

Yii framework projects can not be done by newbies. Any attempt will requce the project quality.

We claim to be a reliable Yii Development company in India. We have several team  of experienced Yii
developers led by  8-12 years experts in managing a large PHP project of any complexity using Yii. In
fact while recruiting for Yii projects we recruit  Yii Developers with only above average merit.

 

Cost of hiring a Yii Developer
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Dedicated Monthly

Developer will work only on your project and you have full control on managing his work.

Type of developer Exp Level Monthly Cost in $

Project manager cum Analyst 5 to 10 years 1500 to 2000

Senior Developer 3 to 6 years 1200 to 1400

Team Developer 2  to 4 years 900 to 1100

 

Virtual Dedicated Monthly

At a particular point of time either developer or system analyst is working on your project. Total 160
hours work that combines developers and project manager’s hour.

Type of developer Monthly Cost in $

With Senior Developer 1300 to 1500

With Team Developer 1000 to 1200

 

Part Dedicated Hiring Rates

You must have a commitment for a month in advance (say $x number of hours).

Resource Type Hourly Rate in $

Monthly Hours-> 10 to 19 20 to 49 50 or More

Team  Developer 9 8 7

Senior Developer 12 10 9

Project Manager / Analyst 16 14 12

 

Usage Based Hiring
No monthly commitment, will be billed as you go

Resource Type Hourly Rate in $
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Volume (Hrs) <10 10 to 20 20 to 50 50 or More

Team  Developer 11 10 10 9

Senior Developer 14 13 12 11

Project Manager / Analyst 16 15 15 14

 


